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Concentrator photovoltaic is an emergent technology that may be a good economical and efflcient 
alternative for the generation of electricity at a competitive cost. However, the reliability of fhese new 
solar cells and systems is still an open issue due to the high-irradiation level they are subjected to as 
well as the electrical and thermal stresses that they are expected to endure. To evalúate the reliability 
in a short period of time, accelerated aging tests are essential. Thermal aging tests for concentrator 
photovoltaic solar cells and systems under illumination are not available because no technical solution 
to the problem of reaching the working concentration inside a climatic chamber has been available. 
This work presents an automatic instrumentation system that overcomes the aforementioned limita-
tion. Working conditions have been simulated by forward biasing the solar cells to the current they 
would handle at the working concentration (in this case, 700 and 1050 times the irradiance at one 
standard sun). The instrumentation system has been deployed for more than 10 000 h in a thermal 
aging test for III-V concentrator solar cells, in which the generated power evolution at different tem
peraturas has been monitored. As a result of this test, the acceleration factor has been calculated, thus 
allowing for the degradation evolution at any temperature in addition to normal working conditions 
to be obtained. © 2011 American Institute ofPhysics. [doi:10.1063/1.3541800] 

I. INTRODUCTION 

One important feature of conventional photovoltaic 
(PV) modules is their high- reliability figures, which are 
reflected by their long warranty times.1'2 New concentrator 
photovoltaics (CPVs) must accomplish these high-reliability 
figures to penétrate the market, as there are important interna-
tional research and commercial interests in CPVs. Therefore, 
the quality, reliability, and power stability must be identifled 
to offer similar warranties to conventional PV modules that 
currently are 25 years and are expected to increase to 30 
years in the short future. 

CPV modules are far more sophisticated than conven
tional fíat silicon modules, which increase the number of pos-
sible reliability issues.3 These photovoltaic systems include 
optical elements to concéntrate the solar light over the solar 
cell between 200-fold and 2000-fold. It is common for the op-
tics to be divided into primary and secondary parts, the former 
being associated with the solar cell. The structure comprised 
by the solar cell and the secondary optic is called a receiver. 
The conflguration, in turn, of these receivers in series or par-
allel depends on the particular conflguration of the module. 

In the CPV market, there are companies that manufacture 
both solar cells and modules as well as companies that man
ufacture modules with cells that are purchased by other com
panies. The same cells are used in various concentration sun 
levéis for various manufactured modules.2 For this reason, the 
reliability of the solar cells must be assessed independently to 
guarantee the product to the companies that only manufacture 
modules. 
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Some years ago, the development of III-V concentrator 
solar cells using the same technology as was used in III-V 
mature optoelectronic devices, such as LEDs (light emitting 
diodes), was proposed. In particular, new high-power LEDs 
are very similar to III-V high-concentrator solar cells in terms 
of materials used, power density, and size. High-power LEDs 
have been commercially available for many years, and man-
ufacturers have made a great effort to improve their opera-
tional lifetime.4 A life prediction based on this similarity has 
been performed by the authors, who observe that CPV solar 
cells can have similar lifetimes to fhose of conventional solar 
cells.5 However, there are important difflculties in the evalu-
ation of reliability in some types of solar cells,6 particularly 
in CPV solar cells due to the need for illumination inside the 
climatic chamber and the need for highly concentrated light 
illumination.7 In 2008, an innovative proposal for reliability 
analysis for concentrator solar cells with different types of 
accelerated tests and real-time operation evaluation was pre-
sented and applied to CPV solar cells to corrobórate predicted 
lifetime data.1 The primary results of these tests showed that 
CPV III-V solar cells are a highly reliable device as has been 
reported elsewhere. In this paper, the instrumentation system 
used in the last of these innovative accelerated reliability tests 
is explained in detail. 

Taking into account the fact that CPV systems are to 
compete with existing silicon fíat module technologies, 
lifetimes in the range of 25 years should be achieved, as was 
previously mentioned. To test the reliability of devices that are 
expected to last such a long time, accelerated aging tests are 
needed. Presently, no solution has been provided to reach the 
level of concentrated light that this kind type of cells requires 
to function inside a climatic chamber. In the instrumentation 
presented here, this issue has been overeóme by simulating 
the working conditions by forward biasing the solar cells at 
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the current they would be required to handle under operati-
onal concentration conditions. It is important to highlight that 
these solar cells opérate under high irradiation and suffer high 
thermal and electrical stresses. The former two situations 
are reproduced in the simulation of the working conditions 
performed in the method described here.3 However, the effect 
of solar irradiation should be analyzed with additional tests. 

The simulation method uses programmable current gen-
erators to bias the solar cells at their operation current. 

The acceleration tests evalúate the evolution of the rel-
ative máximum generated power of the cells PO/Pt (máx
imum power generated in the initial instant of test divide 
for máximum power generated during the develop of test). 
The required I-V curve under illumination experienced in the 
normal conditions needed to obtain the generated power for 
each cell has been derived from the dark I-V curve measured 
inside the climatic chamber using a method described by 
Antón etal* 

Two sets of experiments have been conducted on 1 mm2 

gallium aresenide (semiconductor) (GaAs) single-junction so
lar cells using the method described in this paper, only the sec-
ond of which was performed with this instrumentation.9 The 
flrst uses uncoated solar cells,10 and the second uses coated 
cells. 

The flrst sets of test with uncoated cells have the advan-
tage that the solar cell can be measured under a solar simu-
lator, and this procedure is able to corrobórate the evaluation 
of relative power degradation in darkness inside the climatic 
chamber. 

CPVs work in outdoor ambient conditions, and concen-
trator solar cells are coated with silicone for photovoltaic ap-
plication, which protects the cell against humidity and other 
externáis agents. In the case of accelerated thermal tests with 
this instrumentation, the solar cells are also coated with sil
icone to reproduce working conditions. Previous tests in un
coated solar cells show that the main solar cell degradation 
mechanism is related to a dramatic decrease in the parallel 
resistance component of the perimeter, and this is in turn 
due to a deterioration of the perimeter área of the cells that 
are in contact with air. For this reason, in these tests,10 solar 
cells were coated with photovoltaic silicone (Wacker SilGel® 
612), emulating the protection used in real conditions and 
mitigating or eliminating the degradation of the perimeter 
cell. 

This work describes the instrumentation used in the sec
ond test, in which the solar cells were coated with silicone 
and biased at current levéis equivalent to 700 and 1050 suns 
at three high-test temperatures. For the sake of controlling 
the evolution of cells only under thermal stress, unbiased so
lar cells have been used as a reference.11 The semiconduc
tor structure of GaAs in the tested cells was grown using a 
metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy reactor, is a chemical vapor 
deposition method of epitaxial growth of materials for obtain 
III-V multijunction devices, and the cells were processed us
ing optoelectronic techniques. The whole process was con
ducted in the facilities of the Instituto de Energía Solar -
Universidad Politécnica de Madrid. 

This paper has been divided into flve sections. The intro-
duction and methodology have been described in Secs. I and 

II, respectively, and the testing setup instrumentation and re-
quirements are described in Sec. III. The discussions of instru
mentation setup results and conclusions have been described 
in Secs. IV and V, respectively. 

II. METHODOLOGY DESCRIPTION 

This section describes the method used to simúlate the 
working conditions and the method in which the generated 
power was measured in darkness inside the climatic chamber. 
The objective is to monitor the degradation of the generated 
power and to extrapólate this information to normal working 
conditions. 

A. Simulated working conditions 

Working conditions was simulated by forward biasing 
the solar cells at the current they would be required to han
dle at their operation concentration. These solar cells, which 
have an active área of 1 mm2, handle a current density of 
250 mA/mm2 at 1000 suns. The bias current is injected 
through the busbar (Fig. 1) of the solar cell and tiras, only ver
tical conduction can be achieved.12'13 Considering the busbar 
área, working conditions at 700 and 1050 suns were simulated 
by forward biasing the solar cells at 112 and 168 mA, respec
tively. Current generators were independently tuned to reach 
the desired current level in each solar cell. This test does not 
take into account light-induced degradation; therefore, spe-
ciflc tests must be conducted. However, light-induced degra
dation does not signiflcantly affect CPV GaAs solar cells for 
two reasons: the optical of concentrator solar cells fllter the 
ultraviolet radiation, which is the more energetic aging radi-
ation, and GaAs has a direct band gap material with a high-
breakdown voltage. This supposes that GaAs has high resis
tance to radiation damage and, therefore, is the material used 
in photovoltaic spatial systems. 

B. Generated power measurement 

The power generated by every solar cell should be 
evaluated under a suitable light source capable of produc-
ing a uniform pattern within the working concentration 
range. Currently, this is far from being possible inside a 

FIG. 1. Scanning electrón microscope of a GaAs concentrator solar cell, 
showing the busbar with four-wire bondings and the active área. 



climatic chamber in darkness. To overeóme this problem, the 
power generated by each solar cell is obtained, thereby repro-
ducing the illumination I-V curve from the dark one, using 
a method that has been described elsewhere.8'9 This repro-
duction of the illumination I-V curve has been shown to be a 
suitable method, as the reproduced curves and the measured 
ones were in good agreement, with an average difference in 
flll factor of 5%. The automatic system measures curve peri-
odically to characterize the evolution of the generated power 
at the test temperature in time with respect to the initial valué 
in í = 0 h. The primary features of this measurement are the 
following: 

• Dark I-V curves are recorded using the four-wire mea
surement to eliminate wiring and contact resistance. 

• Dark I-V curves are very sensitive to electrical noise 
and temperature variations. Therefore, the following 
issues have been considered: 

D Current generation circuits have been physically 
isolated by means of relays during the dark I-V 
curve measurement. 

D Prior to beginning measurement of the I-V curves 
for the cells, the system is programmed to wait un-
til the junction cell temperature stabilizes to the cli
matic chamber temperature because the current in-
jection heats the junction of the solar cells. 

D The ambient temperature is permanently checked 
and recorded with each I-V curve measurement. 

III. INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM 

This section describes the setup and analyzes the instru-
mentation requirements that the system must fulflll. 

A. Setup description 

The instrumentation system must be fully automatic due 
to the complexity and sensitivity of the solar cell measure-
ments and the large quantity of data. The automatic system 
requires a software application for the control of the instru
mentation, the generation of the data Ales, and the process-
ing of the recorded data. A virtual instrument has been deter-
mined to be the best option for this instrumentation system. 

The basic diagram of the instrumentation system is 
shown in Fig. 2. The main elements of this diagram are as 
follows, from left to right: 

• A personal computer with a specific program de-
veloped in LABVIEW® that functions as a virtual 
instrument,14 and that controls, through a general pur-
pose interface bus (GPIB), all of the instrumentation. 
With this software, the user seleets the measurement 
frequeney and controls the different test parameters 
(I-V curve measurement procedure and test identifica-
tion among others). A subsequent process calculates 
the generated power of each individual solar cell. 

• A Keithley® 3706 switching system with a 3722 dual 
1 x 48, high-density multiplexer card. Depending on 
the given instructions, this card is able either to se

pe with LabVIEW 

FIG. 2. (Color online) Basic block diagram system. 

lect the temperature channel or to perform the four-
wire electrical measurement. This system is capable of 
conducting two tests in two different climatic cham-
bers at the same time. In addition, this equipment has 
enough digital outputs to control the status of the mea
surement/current generation switching circuits. 

• A Keithley 2601 source/meter capable of measuring 
I-V curves according to the instructions selected by the 
user from the software. Voltage aecuracy is 50 /xV, and 
current aecuracy is 1 pA. 

• Thirty-two individual and adjustable current genera-
tors that have been specifically developed for these 
tests. These generators simúlate the electrical stress of 
each individual solar cell. Each generator has been set 
using an Agilent 34401A multimeter with 61/2 digits of 
resolution, with the cells inside the climatic chamber in 
thermal test conditions. 

• A "printed circuit board (PCB) for measure
ment/current generation switching" that has been 
specifically designed for this project (Fig. 3). This ele-
ment has a relay system for switching between biasing 
and measuring states, and the relays assembled on this 
board have a máximum contact resistance of 50 mí2. 
Each circuit is divided into two subeircuits containing 
nine cells with a common anode. For measuring one 
of these subeircuits at the four-wire locations, only 20 

2 anode 1X2 ralays_ Switching 4Bx4 and source/meter 

Current injeclion 

FIG. 3. (Color online) Schematic of half of the PCB for measurement/current 
generation switching. The solar cells circuit appears on the right during the 
dark I-V measurement state. 



FIG. 4. (Color online) Thermal finite elements analysis of circuir tested at 
150 °C. The silicone coating is not shown in this graph to visualize the GaAs 
solar cells chips. 

wires are needed (two for each cell's cathode and two 
for the common anode). Because the return current is 
common for one of fhese subcircuits, this line needs a 
high-current relay. 

• Two Heraeus-Vótsch climatic chambers have been 
used to conduct two different accelerated tests at the 
same time. The temperature fluctuation and deviation 
are ± 1 °C according to the service manual for Vótsch 
Temperature System (VMT) 10/140 models. 

• Solar cell circuits (Fig. 3). The circuits used to assem-
ble the solar cells, when tested at high temperatures, 
require a substrate with high-temperature stability, low 
impedance tracks, and good thermal dissipation. To 
meet fhese requirements, the solar cells tested in this 
work have been encapsulated on direct bonded copper. 
These substrates were attached to an aluminum box 
with a high-thermal conductive adhesive. The boxes, 
in turn, were arranged on an alumina píate to have 
electrical isolation from the píate of the climatic cham-
ber. The temperature of the junction for the tested so
lar cells has been evaluated using flnite element soft
ware. The results of this simulation (Fig. 4) show an 
increment in temperature (less than 2.5 °C at 150 °C) 
between cells without bias current and cells biased at 
the máximum bias current level. This low thermal in-
crementation implies that the difference in the degra-
dation between cells in the aging test depends on the 
various current bias levéis. The temperature of every 
solar cell has been measured using the recommenda-
tions of Childs et al.15 and the procedure described by 

FIG. 5. (Color online) Photo of the instrumentation equipment. 

Zhao et al. The results are in good agreement with 
the simulation. 

Finally, Fig. 5 shows the instrumentation setup. To the 
right are the climatic chambers, to the left is the computer, 
in the center the measurement and auxiliary power supplies 
equipment, and behind the PCBs used as current generators 
and the PCB for measurement/current generation switching. 

B. Test requirements 

The instrumentation system must meet different require
ments depending on the particular state, Le., solar cells bias 
(current injection) or dark I-V curve measurement. 

1. Solar cells bias (current injection): in this state, the solar 
cells are biased at a current level to simúlate their work-
ing conditions. In this case, the following requirements 
should be considered: 
• The current for each individual solar cell should be 

supplied by an individual current generator. This sys
tem is more complex than can be produced by a sin
gle current generator used in series for all of the cells 
because, in this case, an open circuit failure in a cell 
supposes the fail of all the tests. In our case, the fail
ure of a current generator or cell would only affect a 
single solar cell. 

• Current generators should be completely independent 
of one another, in a way that allows different current 
levéis to be supplied to each solar cell. These gener
ators should have accuracy better than ±1%. Other-
wise, the uncertainty in the current supply would af
fect the degradation assessment. 

• When the long duration of the tests is taken into 
consideration, the current provided by each generator 
should be periodically checked. Thus, small variations 
in the current injection can be controlled. 

2. I-V curve measurement: in this state, the I-V curve of 
every solar cell is measured. This type of measurement 
has been widely used for the characterization of semi
conductor devices. A full characterization of the solar 
cell requires the measurement of the I-V curve under 
concentrated light. However, as was previously men-
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Control screen of tests. 

tioned, this cannot be accomplished inside a climatic 
chamber. Therefore,8 a simulation of the illumination 
I-V curve at the working concentration has been used in 
this test. In this case, the following requirements should 
be considered: 
• The I-V curve is strongly influenced by temperature. 

To obtain accurate results, the temperature of the so
lar cells should be maintained in a stable manner and 
held equal to the ambient temperature during the test. 
To accomplish this, a time delay has been introduced 
following the creation of the bias state but prior to the 
measuring of the I-V curve. 

• The range and resolution of the voltage measurement 
should be carefully determined for the characteriza-
tion of the degradation of the solar cells in the best 
manner. Dark I-V measurement ranges and accuracy 
have been adapted to detect failure mechanism by 
means of a distributed 3D model. 

• Different options can be chosen in the virtual instru-
ment screen to measure the dark I-V curve (Fig. 6). 
In this case, a measurement from high to low voltage 
with constant step is illustrated. The reason for doing 
this is that the máximum power point is cióse to the 
high-voltage range; therefore, the heating of the de-
vice is minimized. 

Figure 6 shows the control screen for the test, as pro-
grammed in LABVIEW. This screen allows for the selection 

of the aforementioned requirements for these tests. The pa-
rameters for measuring the dark I-V curve, the time interval 
for current injection and the waiting time before measuring, 
along with the real-time test information collection period 
(15 s each) allow for the monitoring of the situation and the 
progress of the two simultaneous tests. 

The main parameters used for the measurement of the 
dark I-V curve for a GaAs high- concentrator solar cell are 
summarized in Table I. 

Table II summarizes the injection current time period be
tween measurements and other characteristics of the acceler
ated tests. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

In this section, four topics will be addressed: the relevant 
results for reliability analysis, the precisión and accuracy of 
the power measurements, a discussion of an alternative possi-
ble setup of the instrumentation, and future works. 

The main objectives of the reliability analysis are to eval
úate the time accelerated aging factor between tests at any 
solar cell junction temperatures,17'18 and to calcúlate the reli
ability and mean time to failure at normal working conditions. 
For thermal accelerated tests, Arrhenius' law is used to ex
trapólate the power time evolution for any junction tempera-
ture. To verify that the degradation mechanism follows Arrhe
nius' law, three different temperatures must be tested. These 



TABLE I. Parameters of the I-V curve measurement. 

Setup parameters Conditions Test valúes Comment 

I-V curve initial voltage 
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tests are currently being conducted, but the analysis of the two 
flnished tests, conducted at 130 and 150 °C at 700 suns, which 
have a time acceleration factor of 3.8, has been obtained be
tween fhese two temperatures (Fig. 7).1 Preliminary results 
based on this acceleration factor and Arrhenius' law implies a 
time acceleration factor of more than 800 between the 150 °C 
accelerated test and 65 °C normal working conditions. This 
time acceleration factor allows reliability data regarding CPV 
solar cells to be obtained in a relatively short time. 

The degradation mechanism of GaAs solar cells under 
accelerated tests has been analyzed by means of the 3D 
distribution model. This approach divides the solar cell 
into elementary units and assigns each unit to a suitable 
circuit model, depending on its geometry and position in 
the solar cell. The complete solar cell is modeled by the 
electrical circuit obtained by interconnecting every unit cell 
with its neighbor. The resulting equivalent circuit formed 
by thousands of elements is resolved using the SPICE circuit 

TABLE II. Summary of test conditions. 

Temperature 
test 

130 °C 

150 °C 
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simulator.13 The application of this model revealed that the 
degradation occurs in the perimeter región of the cell, and the 
parameter of recombination current density at the perimeter 
increased by a factor of 4. 

The high precisión of the power measurement has been 
achieved by means of repetitive measurement of dark I-V 
curves of the solar cells during 120 h at 257thinsp;°C in a cli
matic chamber. This high-power measurement precisión sup-
poses high-relative power measurement accuracy. The relative 
power evolution is measured under current injection "contin-
uously" at high-temperature tests, but we have also measured 
initial and Anal dark I-V curves under the same current con
ditions at 65 °C. The difference between the final average rel-
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Average relative power with respect to the power at 
the initial time at the test temperature and 700 suns. t = test time at 130 °C, 
t* = test time at 150 °C. 



ative powers measured at 130 and 65 °C, at 700 suns, is less 
than 0.0003. 

There are other alternatives to the instrumentation used 
for these tests. For example, the use of a unique current gen-
erator for a group of solar cells connected in series could be a 
good way of simplifying the design and manufacturing of the 
generators. However, a catastrophic failure in one solar cell 
would affect the current injection in the rest of the solar cells. 
Therefore, the main reason for using independent current gen
erators instead of one connected in series is the higher toler-
ance to failures of the system, as a broken cell will not have 
influence over the rest of test in this system. It is necessary to 
remind the reader that this system works throughout the entire 
day without human control and that a failure in the instrumen
tation system could jeopardize the test, therefore invalidating 
the results. 

The instrumentation presented in this work has been de-
signed for small área CPV solar cells subject to a thermal 
stress. However, the setup can be deployed in tests with other 
stresses, such as humidity, current, and larger CPV solar cells. 
This setup is also being developed for the testing of multijunc-
tion solar cells. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presents instrumentation that allows acceler-
ated aging tests in simulated speciflc working conditions to be 
conducted for concentrator solar cells. The main conclusions 
are summarized below: 

• Working conditions have been simulated by forward 
biasing the solar cells at the current level they would be 
required to handle at the working concentration. This 
test does not take into account light-induced degrada-
tion, and for that, speciflc tests must be conducted; 
however, light-induced degradation does not signifl-
cantly affect CPV GaAs solar cells for two of the 
aforementioned reasons. 

• The power evolution of each solar cell has been 
evaluated by measuring its dark I-V curve inside the 
climatic chamber. To obtain an accurate evolution 
of the power degradation with time, high-resolution 
equipment, with very low noise, is necessary. This 
system must also provide a very stable measurement 
across long time periods and constant current injection 
to obtain coherent results. The degradation can be very 
slow, depending on the quality of the devices and the 
period of measurement. For this reason, the control 
of the variables that influence the measurement is 
essential. 

• This setup allows the evaluation, within a short period 
of time, of the durability of CPV cells. In addition, the 
reliability of different technologies can be compared. 
Optional features have been implemented to perform a 
screening process (burn-in) before assembling the so
lar cell in the receiver. 

• The main objective of this instrumentation system is 
the evaluation of the failures and the determination of 
the power evolution with time, under controlled condi
tions, in an accelerated aging test. As a result of these 
tests, statistical and reliability tools can be used to ex
trapólate the results of the accelerated test, the power 
evolutions and reliability to normal working condi
tions. 

Our effort is aimed at improving the manufacturing tech-
nology of concentrator solar cells, from the identiflcation of 
fheir strengths and weaknesses. In this manner, the following 
generations of devices will be more reliable than the current 
ones and will be cost competitive and reliable when compared 
with conventional solar cells. 
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